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Introduction: Rural and Missional
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Rural and Missional?
Dr. Rick Wienert & Dr. Martin Giese

• Premise: Too many 21st century rural churches have lost their missional
focus.
• One key factor in restoring a missional focus in a rural church is adaptive
leadership.
• The process of adaptation must have biblical integrity that respects
• the veracity of the Word of God
• the reality of culture/context.

• To ignore the critical nature of that relationship in ministry is to become
irrelevant in both our cultural context and the Kingdom of God.

Diagnosis and Treatment
Restoring Missional Focus
• Turn-a-round

Restoring Missional Focus

• By implied definition a turn-a-round is a church that is going the
wrong direction.

Understanding Inertia
Adapting Leadership
Restoring Momentum

• But more accurately, a “turn-a-round” is a church that is not
going in the direction that Jesus intends.

Three categories
• 1) Dysfunctional Churches/Sinful Churches
• Moving away from their biblical mandate.
• Sinful behaviors, unbiblical conduct, conflicted, operating under evil
influence.
• These churches need a “180.”

• 2) Deviating Churches/Side-tracked Churches

• 3) “Drowsy/Dead” Churches, Stalled/Stagnant Churches
•
•
•
•
•

Going nowhere.
Caught in a state of inertia.
Having lost sight of their reason for being.
Survival has become the principal and/or only goal.
These churches need a reset, revival, resurrection.

• “Off course”
• Deviating into functions that are not necessarily sinful, but are largely
ineffective and unproductive.
• These churches need a course correction.
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Establishing a Theological Basis

Overcoming Inertia

The Church needs to be ...

• Motivated by the Great Commandment

• Loving God, loving others, loving one another. (Mt. 22, John 13)

• Reestablishing Biblical Momentum in Leadership and Ministry

• Moving under the direction of the Great Commission
• Making disciples of others. (Mt. 28:18-20)

• Operating under the authority of the “Great Empowerment”
• The indwelling Holy Spirit. (John 15)

• Organized according to the pattern of the “Great Involvement.”
• Pastors Equip – Every member a minister. (Eph. 4:1-16)

Re-establishing Missional Focus is not about…

Re-establishing Missional Focus is about…
• God, equipping and empowering people for the work of the Kingdom
(the Great Commandment and the Great Commission) through the
efforts of men and women empowered to lead.

• Buildings
• Budgets
• Church size
• Church location
• Leader personality
• Leader temperament

• “It was He who gave some to be… pastors and teachers to prepare God’s
people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up…” (Eph.
4:11,12)

The Inertia/Momentum Challenge – How to
move from ...
• Established

• Effective

• Faithful

• Fruitful

• Active

• Productive

It begins with a leader’s focus.
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The Effective Adaptive Leader possesses...
• An Assurance of His Call (Lk. 4:18-21)

•In order to lead a turn-a-round you need to know
where the church should be going!

• A Clear Understanding of His Biblical Role and Identity (Jn. 10:30; Jn.
14:6)

• A Clear sense and Understanding of His Mission (Mk. 10:45; Lk. 19:10)

•In order to lead a turn-a-round you need to know
what you (as a pastor/leader) should be doing.

Our Calling

Our Task Ezekial 34

• “Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, serving as
overseers -- not because you must, but because you are willing, as
God wants you to be; not greedy for money, but eager to serve; not
lording it over those entrusted to you, but being examples to the
flock.” (I Pet. 5:2-3)

• Leading
• “I will bring them into their own land…” (13)

• Feeding
• “I will tend them in good pasture…” (14)

• Guarding/Protecting/Tending
• “I will search for the lost and bring back the strays. I will bind up the injured
and strengthen the weak.” (16)

Maintaining the Shepherding Balance
• Feeding without Leading (the peril of gifted teachers) …
• results in apathy -- a fold full of fat sheep going nowhere!

• Leading without Feeding (the peril of gifted administrators) …
• results in anarchy -- starving sheep scattered along the trail, eating anything they can
find, wherever they can find it.

• A perilous analogy from the Health-care industry:

Without a clear sense of purpose, excellent
organization, and healthful nutrition, a hospital
becomes a mortuary. All it takes is time.

• Tending without Feeding or Leading (the peril of gifted caregivers)
…
• results in anxiety -- hunger, boredom, discontent, and eventual mutiny
in the “fold.”
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Understanding the Pastor’s Identity/Role
• Equipper (Ephesians 4)

Imbalance --

Leader / Servant

• They don’t need a Corporate “CEO”
• Servant/Leader (Mark 10)
• Leadership with out service will destroy credibility.
• Service without leadership will destroy authority.

• Caution: Reducing Pastoral Identity to that of a corporate CEO will
gradually result in an unbiblical separation between leader(s) and congregation
and an ecclesiastical shirt from organism to organization.

• A clear understanding (on the part of both Pastor and church) of the
Pastor’s role as an equipper and servant/leader is a vital
component of overcoming Inertia – reestablishing missional focus.

Imbalance --

Servant / Leader

• An tempting identity for pastors of smaller churches -- “parish
servant”

Evangelism/Discipleship
• Evangelism/Discipleship among intimates - where “everybody knows
more about everybody than anybody likes.”

• Caution: In rural contexts a pastor who embraces the identity of parish servant
while neglecting leadership will be cast in the role of “hired hand” in the eyes
of his congregational “employers.”
• If this happens, virtually all future potential for effective pastoral
leadership is forfeit.

• In Suburban contexts clarity counts most
• In Rural contexts credibility counts most

• "Pay close attention to yourself and to your teaching; persevere in
these things; for as you do this you will insure salvation both for
yourself and for those who hear you." (I Tim. 4:16)

• *The closer the relationship between people, the greater the social
intimacy, the greater the importance of personal credibility in the
process of evangelism.
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I. Strengthen you credibility! Make certain the “messenger
is pure!”

II. Make certain the Message is clear!

• A. Restore and maintain a clear conscience.

• A Rural tendency – “I’ll just lead a godly life and maybe somebody
will be saved by my example.”

• B. Demonstrate godly character!

• The observation of a godly life alone, saves no one!

• C. Deepen love for Christ!

• If we live a life of godly integrity but fail to proclaim with clarity the
message of the gospel, people will go to hell admiring us, and still
ignorant of the One who makes us admirable!

Discipleship
• A. Remain true to His word!
• “It’s not about gimmicks.”

• B. Cultivate clear understanding of the Gospel.
• We cannot convey what we do not possess.

• F. Effective Discipleship in rural contexts is more “horizontal”
than “vertical.”
• G. Effective Discipleship in rural contexts depends upon
confidentiality, anonymity, and “social security.”

• C. Develop an effective proclamation of the Gospel
• D. Embrace an “outreach orientation.”
• It’s about them, not us!

Confronting Culture:
•Taking action as a leader when rural isn’t right

Rural "nice" - Biblical koinonia
• The greatest difficulty in calling rural believers to biblical koinonia
lies in the assumption that they are already experiencing it, or that
they were experiencing it "before all these newcomers showed up and
spoiled it."
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Moving from an “inward” (maintenance) focus
to an “outward” Missional focus.
• Lead your people in the study of the passages of Scripture that
describe biblical relationships.

• Adopt a “Cause” outside your church.

• Emphasize that these relationships are to be pursued by all believers,
with all believers.

• Adopt a “Cause” outside your community.

• Create "gates" or "points of entry" into the existing fellowship of
believers.

• Provide personal exposure to a “Cause” outside your culture.

• Community food shelf, pregnancy center, group home, etc. Pray, plan,
participate – together!

• Inner city ministry to the poor, first nations outreach, disaster relief, etc.

• Get your people (especially key influencers) next to needs greater than their
own.
• Plan and execute a missions trip – Canada, Mexico, Europe, etc.

Examples:
• “Of the three primary ministries of the church – Win (evangelism),
Build (helping believers grow spiritually) and Equip (training
spiritual leaders), 80% of all churches spend 100% of their resources
(Time, Talent, and Money) on themselves – Building up the saints.”
•

(Dan Spader, Founder and Executive Director of Sonlife Ministries – Data from a multi-decadel study of thousands
of North American Churches)

• A declining elderly congregation began a community ministry to
children and outfitted a nursery.
• Another church started a “car care” ministry to widows and single
moms.
• A church men’s group outfitted a “burger boat” barbecue unit that
serviced community events.

• Another church made it a goal to provide every member with the
opportunity to experience a cross-cultural ministry at least once in
their church experience.
• A Mom’s in Touch prayer group met with community educators and
leaders to inquire how they might pray for those leaders. They
followed up with a gift to each leader and a “refresher” of prayer
requests.

• What possibilities exist in your context to begin serving outside your
church, outside your community, and outside your culture?
• Choose one.
• Pray, Plan, Participate – Do it!
• And keep on doing it and watch God transform your congregations
focus!
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